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ABSTRACT
MINIX 3 has imported a significant amount of userland BSD code.
The trend began several years ago, but the pace has quickened
markedly. We have already imported NetBSD’s buildsystem, NetBSD’s
C library, the pkgsrc package management infrastructure, and various userland utilities from NetBSD and FreeBSD. We are currently
in the process of porting a full NetBSD userland as well as puffs for
increased filesystem support. Though not technically BSD code,
we have adopted clang/LLVM as our default toolchain, and we are
working to adopt elftoolchain as a binutils replacement.
When MINIX 3 was originally conceived, the goal was to create a
robust multiserver operating system that maintains POSIX compatibility. We leveraged our multiserver architecture in which most OS
code runs in separate usermode processes to provide new functionality, such as driver isolation and restartability. Now, we would like
to push farther than just POSIX compatibility and provide a system
that looks much like a BSD from a user’s perspective. This paper
serves as a progress report on our ongoing work turning MINIX 3
into a BSD. We have a long way to go before MINIX implements
all BSD functionality, but we have a good start. We will continue
to pull in BSD code, and we have identified future opportunities to
pull in driver code and kernel components from BSD.
This will serve to enable our vision of the best of both worlds:
isolation and restartability features unique to Minix combined with
the well-maintained, real-world-hardened system code for drivers,
filesystems, userland, and other OS code, of a modern BSD OS.

1.

INTRODUCTION

MINIX 3 is not a BSD officially, but it is starting to look a bit
like one. MINIX has been steadily importing userland code from
NetBSD. The ultimate goal is to make MINIX as BSD-like as pos-
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sible from the user’s perspective, while maintaining our multiserver
architecture and our unique fault tolerance features. To this end,
we have adopted the pkgsrc package management infrastructure as
well as the NetBSD C library and userland. We are also working on importing the puffs userspace filesystem infrastructure from
NetBSD.
This paper will describe the design tradeoffs and implementation
issues we encountered while incorporating these BSD components
into our system. We hope our experiences will be useful to other
OS projects who are incorporating BSD code. We also hope the
BSD community will find it interesting to hear how their code is
being used and adapted.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 A Brief Introduction to MINIX 3
This section provides a brief introduction to MINIX 3 and its multiserver architecture, in which most OS code runs in separate usermode processes. We will describe past work in the area of driver
isolation fault and driver restartability [4, 3, 10, 5, 6]. We will talk
about the design choice to maintain POSIX compatibility. We will
provide enough background so the reader can follow the rest of the
paper.

2.2

MINIX 3’s March Toward BSD

This section will provide a brief history of how BSD code made
its way into MINIX 3. The process started with the occasional
userland utility, library functions, and header file being imported
into MINIX. Then, when MINIX grew to need a more advanced
buildsystem, we adopted the NetBSD buildsystem. This made it
even easier to import more userland utilities. We then adopted
pkgsrc. In order to support pkgsrc, we imported yet more BSD
userland code and library functionality. Then, we worked to import
the NetBSD C library. About the same time, we worked to migrate
to the clang/LLVM toolchain. Currently, we are importing puffs
and the entire NetBSD userland.
This section will also briefly discuss some of the philosophical similarities between MINIX 3 and BSD. MINIX 3 is licensed under the
BSD license. Like the BSDs MINIX 3 ships a full OS distribution,
not just a kernel. Several MINIX 3 developers are longtime BSD
people.

3.

PKGSRC

Minix has successfully adopted pkgsrc as the primary package management system. Most of the work for this was performed by Gautam Tirumala (mentored by Arun Thomas and Ben Gras) during his
GSOC 2010 tenure and integrated immediately.
We only build a small fraction of the packages in pkgsrc currently,
but find insofar as there are no fundamental features missing from
the OS, we can build with minimal changes. The two major missing
features blocking many packages are missing pthreads and shared
library support.
Minix provides a pre-bootstrapped pkgsrc environment similar to
what NetBSD does. Packages fundamental to pkgsrc (i.e. pkg_install)
come pre-installed with Minix installations, and people can install
pre-built binary packages out of the box with pkgin. They can easily get the pkgsrc source hierarchy using git (we use DragonFly’s
git mirror of the pkgsrc cvs tree) if they wish.
This year’s GSOC, performed by Thomas Cort and mentored by
Gautam and Ben, will be another big step for pkgsrc on Minix,
most significantly bulk building and upstreaming Minix support,
hopefully leading to official Minix support in pkgsrc.

4.

NETBSD C LIBRARY AND USERLAND

The Minix project is in the process of adopting the NetBSD libc,
entirely replacing its own libc, as part of the strategy of modernizing Minix system software that is not Minix-specific. Implicitly
this means: also adopting the NetBSD C headers hierarchy, and
replacing the one Minix has. The goal is to have a modern, wellmaintained libc plus C headers set, to lower the barrier to running
modern application programs.
A significant secondary benefit to this work is that we have a succinct overview of shortcomings of the Minix system call API - i.e.
missing features and system calls that are required to support a
modern libc. This is due to the fact that we decided to maintain
a separate in-source-tree ’patch’ file, spelling out the differences
between the original NetBSD code and its port to Minix. It has become an ongoing goal of the Minix project to reduce this patch file,
and other similar patch files, and so reduce the maintenance burden
of our libc.
There were some hurdles in porting the NetBSD libc. One surprising finding was that support for the case of ‘aout and non-reentrant’
had deteriorated to a degree, causing compile problems. Another
is the fact that the kernel part of the NetBSD C headers are from a
different hierarchy than the standard includes, an organisation significantly different from the Minix headers. Furthermore, there is
quite some minix-specific code that had to be kept, both in libc and
headers code. Also the Minix networking API is sufficiently different from the standard BSD sockets interface that much of that code
had to be different.
Currently we are migrating the base system and pkgsrc packages
from the Minix libc/headers system to the NetBSD one. Much base
system code contains cases for both to smooth the migration path.

The goal of porting puffs [7] is to ultimately be able to port librefuse [1] and be able to run Fuse file systems. In MINIX 3, the
entire file system already runs in user space, which should make
the process easier.
We have a Virtual File System (VFS) running on top of several File
Servers (FS). By default MINIX 3 is installed using three sub partitions with the MINIX 3 file system; each (sub) partition is handled
by an FS instance. VFS communicates with these FSes by sending messages using the VFS-FS protocol, which is essentially a set
of Posix-like calls (e.g., mknod, chown, link, unlink, etc). One of
the challenges will be to translate this mechanism to the PUFFS
equivalent.
For example, puffs operations work on file paths, where VFS-FS
requests work on inodes. Also, file systems implemented using
PUFFS receive mount parameters through argv[], but in MINIX 3
there is a separate VFS-FS request that provides this information.
Moreover, in MINIX 3 every driver and system server has to deal
with the System Event Framework (SEF) which handles live updates and failure recovery. In particular, during the start of a driver
some SEF parameters have to be set before it starts its main loop.
While work is underway to "decouple" VFS from FS instances by
making communication asynchronous, there is currently no support
for subsequent requests to the file system by a puffs instance. For
example, at the moment it is impossible to port sshfs to MINIX
3, as talking to an sshfs instance will ultimately result in having
to talk to INET to get access to the network. This communication
has to pass through VFS which will result in a deadlock, because
VFS is still stuck talking to the sshfs instance. We do have some
support for callbacks to VFS, but that is too limited to handle this
problem. However, it will be solved with the introduction of the
asynchronous VFS, which only has to prevent PUFFS instances (or
FSes, for that matter) from talking to itself.

6.

TOOLCHAIN WORK

Since its first release, MINIX has used the venerable Amsterdam
Compiler Kit (ACK) [11] as its toolchain. ACK provides a C compiler, assembler, linker, archiver, and other binary utilities. It is
roughly equivalent in functionality to the combination of GCC [12]
and binutils [13]. Since ACK does not support long long and other
C99 functionality, we have decided to adopt Clang/LLVM [9] as
our base system compiler. In the past, we would apply ACKspecific workarounds when importing BSD code. This is not the
best solution. Now that we have a more modern toolchain, we no
longer have to apply these workarounds.
While we have support for compiling our base system with GCC,
we prefer BSD-licensed components so we would rather use Clang/LLVM as our default compiler. We are also interested in Clang/LLVM because of its fast compile times. Additionally, we are interested in adopting KLEE [2], a symbolic execution tool built on
LLVM, to help us verify our software. We will continue to use
GCC to build our pkgsrc packages for the time being, though we
are keenly following the progress of Clang/LLVM pkgsrc work.

The end result of the netbsd libc project is that a relatively clean
port was done, with which we can compile many BSD userland
utilities unmodified.

We are currently using clang/LLVM r125950 from pkgsrc. We have
decided not to import clang/LLVM into src, since it would greatly
increase the size of our src repository, and we find it simpler to use
pkgsrc to manage the toolchain.

5.

In this section, we will discuss some of the problems we encoun-

PUFFS

tered when importing clang/LLVM. Many problems we encountered initially were related to issues with clang’s aout support. When
clang was originally imported, MINIX did not support the ELF executable format. Now that MINIX supports ELF, many of our aoutspecific patches are no longer necessary. There was also a problem
we encountered with the clang package requiring libgcc; we resolved this by using compiler-rt from the LLVM project. We have
also found that clang is slower than gcc on MINIX; this appears to
be a MINIX-specific problem, and we are working to address this.

9.

Our Clang/LLVM port currently requires binutils to work. We have
imported libelf from elftoolchain, and we plan to import more of
the elftoolchain equivalents for GNU binutils. We, like FreeBSD,
are still in need of a BSD-licensed linker. Once we have that, we
will have a fully BSD-licensed toolchain.

10.

7.

RELATED WORK

This section will provide a brief overview of related work. Apple’s Darwin/XNU combines the Mach microkernel with BSD kernel components. We plan on doing something a bit different. We
will continue to use our multiserver architecture in which OS components run in separate usermode processes, but we want to incorporate a full BSD userland (C library, utilities, etc). Eventually, we
would also like to incorporate more kernel code from the BSDs, but
we would like to run these components in usermode via Rump [8].
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AVAILABILITY

MINIX 3 is available under the BSD license. It can be downloaded
from http://www.minix3.org. Much of the work described
in this paper will be released as MINIX 3.2.0. Progress can be
followed in our git tree: git://git.minix3.org/minix.
git.

11.
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